DNA repair mechanisms in neurological diseases: facts and hypotheses.
DNA repair mechanisms usually consist of a complex network of enzymatic reactions catalyzed by a large family of mutually interacting gene products. Thus deficiency, alteration or low levels of a single enzyme and/or of auxiliary proteins might impair a repair process. There are several indications suggesting that some enzymes involved both in DNA replication and repair are less abundant if not completely absent in stationary and non replicating cells. Postmitotic brain cell does not replicate its genome and has lower levels of several DNA repair enzymes. This could impair the DNA repair capacity and render the nervous system prone to the accumulation of DNA lesions. Some human diseases clearly characterized by a DNA repair deficiency, such as xeroderma pigmentosum, ataxia-telangiectasia and Cockayne syndrome, show neurodegeneration as one of the main clinical and pathological features. On the other hand there is evidence that some diseases characterized by primary neuronal degeneration (such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and Alzheimer disease) may have alterations in the DNA repair systems as well. DNA repair thus appears important to maintain the functional integrity of the nervous system and an accumulation of DNA damages in neurons as a result of impaired DNA repair mechanisms may lead to neuronal degenerations.